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Statement of National Need
The Future of Email Archives Report noted an outstanding need, nationally and beyond, for archives,
librarians and museums to adopt easy‐to‐implement practices for capturing, preserving, rendering, and
distributing email that has continuing value to individuals, organizations, or society (Task Force on
Technical Approaches of Email Archives, 2018: 82‐83). Accordingly, Email Archiving in PDF (EA-PDF):
From Initial Specification to Community of Practice will (a) foster the development of low‐barrier
methods to produce authentic usable email packages in PDF format; (b) refine those tools and practices
through interactive community feedback; and (c) build long-term, collaborative relationships that are
necessary to sustain the conversion of authentic, distributable, and preserveable email packages. By
engaging relevant communities of practice in the PDF industry and in government, academic, and other
archives—and by working in concert with representatives of other email archiving initiatives—the
project will transition a high-level specification to real-world archiving applications.
This 24-month-long project builds upon the recently released recommendation from a planning project
that was supported by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation: A Specification for Using PDF to Package and
Represent Email. (EA-PDF Working Group, 2021). That report provides summary recommendations
from a multi-institution working group and was refined through community feedback. The project now
proposed will fulfill those recommendations by providing tangible outcomes that can standardize
preservation-oriented email archiving in the mainstream of archival practice.
Led by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library, the project described in this narrative will
supply three substantial and concrete products:
(1) An academic/industry partnership, centered in the activities of an EA-PDF Liaison Working
Group (LWG) hosted by the non-profit PDF Association (pdfa.org);
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(2) A detailed technical specification for the proposed EA-PDF (Email Archiving in PDF) file
format, including requirements for EA-PDF viewing software and implementer guidance; and
(3) A proof-of-concept, open-source EA-PDF writer.
The Challenge
As a means of communication, email is ubiquitous (Prom, 2018: 4). As a result, it is often the only
evidence of a transaction or interaction between individuals. Traditionally, an email message has been
accepted as evidence in court if its provenance could be proven to a judge (Pratt, n.d.). Yet email is
surprisingly easy to forge. Techniques for altering the metadata used to establish the provenance and
authenticity of an email message are common and sophisticated. It is therefore critical that the file
formats used to instantiate representations of email outside of their original systems capture and retain
the metadata necessary to demonstrate trustworthiness (Johnson and Wyatt, 2020).
Like email, PDF is ubiquitous. Unlike email, it is defined by an ISO standard (ISO 32000) and employed
worldwide to capture a wide variety of source document formats in a platform-independent manner.
Today, almost every email client includes the ability to save email messages as a PDF file. Unfortunately,
none do so in a manner that retains email structures or metadata proving message authenticity. Such
outputs are ‘like digital paper:’ versions of the messages lacking an audit trail but that lack many of
email’s core attributes (EA-PDF Working Group: 7; Task Force on Technical Approaches for Email
Archives: 12). There is a better way.
Why EA-PDF?
Email technology does not include a concept of a “native” email presentation; preservation outside the
source systems implies some degree of transformation. PDF, on the other hand, is a format that is
broadly adopted for presentation and preservation purposes, prevalent in business and industry, and
with viewers installed on the operating systems of most consumer computers and handheld devices.
While emails can be exported, stored, and preserved in something approaching their native formats
(for example, PST, MBOX, or EML files), those files are typically rendered and viewed with email
software. For security and other reasons, many people will not be comfortable importing others’
archived email into their own email client or system. Likewise, most repository software does not
natively display these formats. Well-considered packaging and representation of email using PDF can
provide a straightforward, ubiquitous, and highly secure way to access and view archived messages,
complementing preservation approaches such as those treated at length in the Future of Email
Archiving Report (Task Force on Technical Approaches for Email Archives: 57-75).
While sometimes underappreciated as such, PDF is a natural target format for email preservation.
Existing package structures, such as MBOX, reflect application‐specific features, and content cannot be
easily rendered outside of an email client environment. Domain‐specific tools rely on internal
databases and are not preservation solutions. PDF, on the other hand, is a supported file format in
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most existing preservation repositories and digital libraries. In addition to its familiar page rendering
capability, PDF is a highly structured and documented container format supporting dozens of
document-specific features and capabilities. PDF technology represents, effectively, a
platform‐independent free‐form database with built-in support for XMP (Extensible Metadata
Packaging). These qualities explain its broad appeal and implementation, as well as its suitability for
packaging metadata together with visual content. Relevant archives user communities, including local,
state, and federal archives, as well as museum archives, university archives, and special collection units,
have requested PDF‐based archiving options for email (Task Force on Technical Approaches for Email
Archives: 82-83).
Invented by Adobe Systems in 1993 and an ISO standard since 2008, PDF technology is broadly adopted
worldwide, and benefits from a robust vendor community and mature tools. The format includes
support for redaction, attachments, navigation, accessibility, encryption, digital signature technology
and more, features that are available to the EA-PDF specification and that can benefit email archiving
efforts. Unlike native email formats, PDF includes support for describing the contents of PDF files using
XML-based XMP metadata technology. Desktop and mobile viewers are freely available and are
typically built into web browsers, making PDF an ideal format for disseminating static information.
Relationship to Other Projects
As noted elsewhere, the community has developed migration-based email archiving workflows, which
typically convert email to MBOX or a domain-specific XML format (Smithsonian Institution Archives
2017). These workflows are labor intensive, depending on multiple tools, many of which are specific to
the archival community (Task Force on Technical Approaches for Email Archives: 69-74). Conversion to
MBOX or XML may not leave an archival repository with a copy of the emails that can be easily
rendered or distributed. EA-PDF offers a means to address that gap, and this project seeks to develop a
solution that can be integrated with existing email archiving tools, such as ePADD and RATOM
(Schneider, Chan, and Edwards 2017; Lee and Woods 2020), with representatives from both projects
serving on the advisory board for this one. Likewise, the work to be completed in this project
complements the grants being funded by the Email Archives, Building Capacity EA-PDF advisory board
and Community Project (https://emailarchivesgrant.library.illinois.edu/blog/)
Although libraries and educational institutions are examples of organizations interested in archiving
email, government agencies in particular would benefit from a manageable and easily-repeatable
email-to-PDF pathway. There are billions of emails at the local, state, and federal level eligible for
permanent (or at least long-term) retention residing on email servers and in other systems devoid of
substantial digital preservation controls. A comprehensive model for archiving email that was widely
available outside of archives-specific workflows would greatly benefit the public. Digital preservation of
email records may need to begin before eligibility or transfer to the archives. For example, a ‘print to
EA-PDF’ mechanism could be embedded into email client software or PDF production software such as
Adobe Acrobat. In that case, records custodians and managers could produce an authentic,
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preservation-ready email package with a few clicks of the mouse, or they could automate the process
for large volumes of email. Providing a standard package and an easy creation mechanism for those
providing public records through FOIA or other sunshine laws will aid in transparency and
documentation of government actions, long before such records reach the archives.

Project Design
Goals and Outcomes
This project will produce three deliverables:
(1) An academic/industry partnership in the form of a PDF Association-hosted EA-PDF Liaison
Working Group. As with other industry working groups that develop and support the ISO standards for
PDF technology, such as PDF/A and PDF/UA, the PDF Association will provide a virtual work / meeting
space for technical collaboration and engagement, including a listserv and administrative support, for
development of the EA-PDF specification. The Liaison Working Group will be convened by Chris Prom,
the Principal Investigator and Project Director on this grant. Its members will include the Project
Co-investigator, PDF Association staff including Duff Johnson and Peter Wyatt, other industry
representatives (the Liaison Working Group will be open to all PDF Association members), members of
the advisory board for this project, and additional third parties invited by the Principal Investigator and
convener.1
(2) Specification documents documenting the core functionality of the EA‐PDF format and the
required functionality of creation and rendering applications, with the primary audience being
software developers. This includes several elements, first among them a detailed technical file format
specification for EA-PDF. Developed within an industry-driven, consensus-based process occurring
within the EA-PDF Liaison Working Group, the specification will fully describe file format features
necessary to fully capture email messages using the EA-PDF format, aligned with the functional
requirements defined in the previous phase of this project. The document will be authored in a manner
consistent with other ISO-standardized PDF technologies such as PDF/A.
In addition, the EA-PDF Liaison Working Group will develop a document specifying processor
requirements for EA-PDF viewing software along with guidance for implementers.2 This document will
include discussion of considerations and best practice as well as examples and fragments of PDF syntax.
1

The project’s advisory board represents a range of interests and technical or subject matter expertise that will contribute
to the overall success of the EA-PDF specification development effort, including individuals from the academic, digital
preservation, archival, government community, known to have particular interest in and/or expertise related to email, file
formats, or digital preservation. Biographies for advisory board members are included in the supplementary materials to
this application.
2
While EA-PDF files produced in accordance with the specification will render and be accessible in current PDF Readers
(such as Adobe Acrobat Reader or those built into web browsers, the EA-PDF format will define additional functionality that
can allowed for an enhanced rendering, browsing, and searching experience, emulating the typical experience of email in
client software (EA-PDF Working Group 2021, 22-24).
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As with the technical specification, this document will be authored with software developers as the
primary audience, using language and syntax familiar to them.
While ISO standardization of the EA-PDF specification is not immediately contemplated, it is a
long-term goal, for potential pursuit after working implementations of the standard have been
developed and some degree of adoption and proven marketplace interest has been established.
(3) An open-source proof‐of‐concept EA‐PDF writer hosted by the University of Illinois Library,
maintained on GitHub and distributed under the MIT License.3 This open-source tool will extend and
refine the DArcMail software, a project previously supported by IMLS, adding EA-PDF to the XML
output that DArcMail already supports.4 An EA-PDF Application Developer will be hired by the
University of Illinois, and this individual will enhance DArcMail so that it produces EA-PDF output
consistent with the specification described in section (2) above.
In order to assess and improve tool functionality, the tool will be shared in a public GitHub repository
and the user interface will be hosted on a cloud platform (Amazon Web Services). This will provide a
scalable means to test the conversion of MBOX files to EA-PDF format. The developer, advised by the PI
and Library Information Technology staff, will install and optimize the tool for use in this way, as
described in the technology plan that is included as an appendix to this narrative.
A testing rubric will be developed by the Principal Investigator, with input from the advisory board and
Liaison Working Group. Through an interactive review process and under the direction of the
co-Investigator, the EA-PDF Community Fellow will solicit and test email data from the collections of the
University of Illinois Archives and also from the collections held by members of the project advisory
board and other archives.5 In addition, Illinois will endeavor to make a direct conversion service
available, whereby advisory board members and others can self-convert email messages in a secure
fashion, with the output returned directly to them, without any intervention by the University of Illinois
staff. In this case, the EA-PDF Community Fellow (Graduate Assistant) will schedule meetings with
advisors to assess results of the conversion process and report back to the EA-PDF Application
Developer and the Liaison Working Group.

3

The MIT License is “a permissive free software license originating at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the
late 1980s. As a permissive license, it puts only very limited restrictions on reuse and has, therefore, high license
compatibility.” (MIT License 2021)
4
According to the project website DArcMail is Python-based, platform-agnostic and easy to maintain. It has both a
command line and a graphical user interface, powerful search and filtering options, which can perhaps be leveraged to add
redaction to PDF output (Ferrante, 2018). It has been tested with large volumes of email and based on an assessment
conducted by University of Illinois Library staff, could be run on a server to allow integration with other tools and services.
5
All email input and output will be transmitted, received, and processed only on secure servers managed by the University
of Illinois Library’s Infrastructure and Management Group. Files from non-Illinois institutions will only be made available to
their owning institutions and in accordance with University of Illinois security policies. In addition, we will utilize
non-disclosure agreements with institutions that request and require them, using either an agreement supplied by the
owning institution or the University of Illinois, as appropriate to each circumstance.
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Focus on Collaboration
The EA‐PDF specifications, tools, and partnerships developed under this grant would complement, not
replace, existing investments in other email preservation projects, such as those hosted by Stanford
University, Harvard University, the University of North Carolina, and the Smithsonian Institution. For
example, implementation of the EA-PDF conversion tools will proceed from a baseline understanding of
shared functional objectives represented in the complete EA-PDF specification. This will make it more
likely that the proof-of-concept tool may be incorporated into diverse software applications, marking a
great leap forward in the ability of archives to preserve and provide access to email, this most
intractable of formats.
By engaging relevant communities of practice in government, academic, community, and museum
archives, the project will successfully develop a complete technical specification for the EA-PDF file
format, build an open source tool to produce valid EA-PDF files, and establish a sustainable partnership
with industry members who are interested in developing their own implementations. Both during and
following the project’s conclusion, the EA-PDF Liaison Working Group will provide the archives and
records management community a method to connect with those who develop PDF solutions and
software to ensure that EA-PDF creation software is developed on a technically solid, well-documented
basis. As such, one possible, even projected outcome of this grant is the availability of both open
source and commercial options to produce EA-PDF files— a result that would certainly assist in the
massive email management problem that governments, organizations, and individuals currently face.
Beyond the stakeholders represented in the project itself, the benefits of a documented,
provenance-preserving, email-to-PDF pathway are not limited to government or academic archives but
are applicable across every organization and individual relying on email for daily business. For these
reasons, the project includes and is supported by a wide range of collaborators. Confirmed members of
the advisory board include representatives the National Archives and Records Administration; the
Library of Congress; the Smithsonian Libraries and Archives; Association of Tribal Libraries, Archives,
and Museums; Council of State Archivists; Digital Preservation Coalition; North Carolina State Archives;
State of Virginia Library; Harvard University; Williams College; Colgate College; Stanford University;
University of Albany; and Columbia University.
Workplan
This two-year project will include the following overlapping phases, as specified in the schedule of
completion:
1. Establish EA-PDF Liaison Working Group (EA-PDF Liaison Working Group). Similar to other such
technical collaboration and engagement efforts, the PDF Association will host a listserv and
workspace including EA-PDF project staff, industry representatives, and archival advisors.
2. Create a detailed technical specification for the EA-PDF file format. Developed within an
industry-driven, consensus-based process, the specification will describe file format features
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3.

4.

5.

6.

6

necessary to fully capture email messages with relevant attributes using the PDF format
consistent with the functional requirements defined in the previous phase of this project. The
specification will be authored in a manner consistent with other ISO-standardized PDF
technology standards like PDF 2.0 (ISO 32000-2), with software developers as primary audience.
Develop an open-source proof of concept email-to-PDF writer. This tool will implement the
technical specification and produce files sufficient for its evaluation, testing, and validation. The
software will extend the DArcMail open-source software, previously developed by the
Smithsonian Institution, to create EA-PDF files. EA-PDF files will be viewable in existing PDF
viewers while supporting a full-featured EA-PDF viewing, with an enhanced experience
forthcoming in EA-PDF-specific viewers, to be developed after the file format has been fully
specified and implemented. (EA-PDF Task Force 2021: 19-21).
Establish requirements and guidance for EA-PDF viewer implementers. The PDF Association’s
EA-PDF Liaison Working Group will define functional requirements for EA-PDF viewers that
leverage the full feature set of the EA-PDF format, setting the stage for viewer applications to be
developed under a future grant, or by members of the PDF Association who wish to market
such tools.
Refine specification and software. While the Liaison Working Group validates and refines the
specification based on implementer review and feedback, project staff at Illinois
(Co-Investigator and EA-PDF Community fellow) will test the proof-of concept-tool by converting
email collections from the University of Illinois, and other archives— the state, local
government, university, museum, and community archives represented among the project
advisors.6 Testing will verify that the output (a) conforms with the specification and associated
PDF format requirements and (b) performs as expected in existing (legacy) PDF viewers. Copies
of all converted documents will be supplied to owning institutions, for potential inclusion in
processed collections under existing policies and in existing preservation systems. In addition,
project staff and advisors will assess prospective integrations with other email archiving
applications, such as ePADD or RATOM.
Communicate and Disseminate. Project PI and staff will partner with the PDF Association and
project advisors to present findings and tools at appropriate fora, such as conferences and in
publications. Industry members participating in or observing the EA-PDF Liaison Working Group
will have the opportunity to assess ways in which the format and viewer specifications may be
implemented within their respective commercial software packages. The PDF Association
encourages developers to use the PDF Association’s Solution Agent, in order to solicit PDF
Association members for OSS licensing of commercial tools. In addition, the Project Director will
assess the feasibility for hosting an email-to-PDF conversion service within the “Medusa”
repository (Rimkus 2013), which is currently being developed for consortial implementation.

Collections from the University of Illinois to be converted include administrative records and faculty papers including the
email portions of the Charles P. Slichter Papers, Govindjee and Rajni Govindjee Papers, Michael Stern Hart Papers, and Carl
Woese Papers, documenting fields such as scientific discovery and open access publishing.
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Success Indicators
The following factors are a non-exclusive list of criteria that, when met, would indicate that project
goals have been achieved. They will be used to judge the overall success of the project and will be
monitored and reported by the Project Director throughout the entirety of the project.
● Completion and publication of specification and requirements documents on timeline provided
in schedule of completion.
● Demonstration of MBOX → EA-PDF → MBOX conversion with no loss of fidelity.
● EA-PDF implementation in DArcMail is incorporated into a supported repository infrastructure
or processing workflow, at the University of Illinois and other repositories.
● Digital Preservation and software development community members contribute to DArcMail
code development via GitHub.
● One or more advisory board members commits to in-house testing of the EA-PDF
implementation in DArcMail
In addition, the project includes aspirational, but tangible goals, to see wide implementation of the
standard. The following actions can be used to assess this overarching goal:
● PDF Association members vote to publish the EA-PDF specification and associated materials as
“industry supported” content available from pdfa.org.
● One or more PDF Association members announces current or planned support for EA-PDF in
their open source and/or commercial software offerings.

Diversity Plan
The University of Illinois and this project are committed to an environment that welcomes, cultivates,
values, respects and supports the differences between and unique contributions that all people and
groups bring to society. This project will include archives, collections, and staff members who reflect a
wide range of experiences, backgrounds, and perspectives. There are three core elements to this
overall commitment:
(1) Diversity in staffing. The Principal Investigator and Project Director will seek to recruit and mentor
an EA-PDF Community Fellow (graduate assistant) who will advance the University of Illinois’
commitments to diversity, equity and inclusion. The position is located in the Office of Digital
Strategies, which has an established track record of providing meaningful professional training
experience, mentoring, and helping students find appropriate post-graduation placements. For
example, the office is currently mentoring two students of color, each of whom have been awarded
external fellowships supporting students are advancing the profession’s diversity. We seek to continue
that track record with this project. Accordingly, we have structured the project so that the student
(under appropriate mentorship) is highly visible with the Liaison Working Group and the archival
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community. For example, project funds will support the incumbent’s travel to conferences to present
project outcomes.
(2) Diversity in Partnerships. We will make a special effort to ensure that the specification
development and testing process includes contributions from groups who have historically been
subject to discrimination or exclusion from technical projects like this one. Specifically, we will work
with the Association of Tribal Libraries, Archives, and Museums to identify and foster reciprocal
relationships, so that we can learn alongside indigenous communities that hold email archives. In
return, the project, may benefit the tribes (and other community archives) by demonstrating clear
preservation pathways that jibe with their existing infrastructures. Our work will build on the principles
driving a recently announced grant project relating to Native American Oral Histories held by the
University of Illinois (Piwowarczyk 2021). For the EA-PDF project, the President and CEO of ATALM has
agreed to help and support tribal connections, deepening the University’s engagement in the process
of healing relationships that were broken as a result of past actions (Witmer 2020). Advisory Board
member Jessika Drmacich (Archivist at Williams College), notes that email collecting is an inclusionary
process. In her case, it connects multiple people to an organization and email archiving is part of the
Williams College DEI initiatives. An email-to-PDF pathway would regularize collecting from many
organizations, committees, student groups, people, and other sources.
(3) Diversity in Access. The outputs of the conversion process will expand collection access to people of
many different backgrounds and identities. The average person probably does not have the software
available to read and access MBOX files in a secure fashion. They would need to import email archives
into their own server or client, an action that would (at best) make them uncomfortable or (at worst)
open a gaping security risk. Having a permanent archival solution like EA-PDF creates broader equity of
access to essential records. Allowing people to use the technology they already have in hand and that
supports accessibility practices increases their ability to audit (e.g. see more metadata) in email
records. Features like these can use records and contribute to citizen engagement and confidence in
the public record. For example, EA-PDF provided via freedom of information requests would preserve
essential system metadata, so that and be more accessible than current formats, allowing diverse
populations to authenticate public records and to have confidence in their right to know.

National Impact
In short, IMLS investment in this project will have a disproportionately large and welcome influence in
helping government agencies, libraries, archives, museums, and businesses preserve and provide
access to email archives. This project’s tripartite result will open and hold a space that is needed for
transformational change in email archiving. Patterned on the process that supports other PDF subset
formats such as PDF/A (ISO 19005-4) and PDF/UA (ISO 14289), the EA-PDF specification will offer a
shared understanding for the development of both open-source and commercial software, engaging
real-world email archiving applications. This work will complement and extend existing archiving
approaches for email, such as the ePADD and RATOM projects. It will provide an industry-supported
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email preservation pathway and an open-source email-to-PDF writer, producing output that can be
integrated into email processing workflows and preserved in the many existing digital repositories that
already support PDF.
By providing an entirely vendor-neutral platform for preserving email that meets archival requirements
and leverages accepted technology, the project is well-positioned to find rapid adoption throughout the
library, academic and preservationist communities. Given the project’s early and continuous exposure
to industry, it is reasonable to anticipate much broader adoption.
Dissemination
Dissemination is structured into the project via the Liaison Working Group. In addition, we will pursue a
defined strategy to make the work of this grant widely known. A project website will be established and
maintained by Illinois, sharing news from the project, meeting reports, and announcements. The
project director will publicize the work of the group at professional meetings (such as Coalition for
Networked Information and DigiPres), and the EA-PDF Community fellow will formally present project
results at three conferences. In addition, we will pursue publication of project testing results in journals
like The American Archivist and in peer reviewed conference proceedings, such as iPRES or JCDL.
As the meeting-place of the PDF industry, the PDF Association is well-positioned to ensure that the PDF
technology community worldwide is exposed to the EA-PDF concept and specification. In one sense,
the Liaison working group is its own dissemination mechanism since it provides an outlet for the
archival and digital preservation community to directly interact with PDF specification developers and
potential software implementers. In addition, we will present findings from the work at online PDF
association events (this is not budgeted since no conference registration fee would be charged). Finally,
project results will be disseminated via the PDF Association website, newsletter, and news releases.
Sustainability
Ultimately, we are setting the stage for this project to bootstrap a community of preservationists and
vendors who are dedicated to developing commercial and open-source applications of the EA-PDF
format. To achieve this objective, the PDF Association will maintain the EA-PDF Liaison Working Group
beyond the funding period, providing a means for project stakeholders and 3rd party implementers and
end-users to provide post-funding feedback to the specification writers. This will drive development of
updated specifications and improvements to best practice documents. In addition, the University of
Illinois will maintain the GitHub repository established to host DArcMail and the code developed under
this project. We will explore the possibility of integrating the converter software with other records
processes, metadata extraction, indexing, and display tools in our Digital Preservation Repository and
Digital Library (Rimkus, 2013), and will encourage others to develop their own integrations.

